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Gulf Air, the national carrier of the Kingdom of
Bahrain, is focused on offering enhanced con-
nectivity for passenger convenience. One of
the key elements of Gulf Air's double and mul-
tiple daily flight strategy, and an important

factor in differentiating the airline, is the strength of its
regional network. The airline boasts one of the largest net-
works in the Middle East, operating daily double flights to
ten regional cities: Amman, Jeddah, Riyadh, Dammam,
Kuwait, Doha, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Muscat, and Cairo - in
addition to selected destinations in the Indian
Subcontinent and Europe, from its hub at Bahrain
International Airport.

Through operating high-frequency flights, with at least
a double daily service or more between Bahrain and all
major regional cities, Gulf Air has created a new business
proposition. The airline's flexible and convenient regional
schedule makes it easier for travelers to take short vaca-
tions or work trips. Regional travelers who wish to conduct
their business, whether it's shopping, visiting relatives and
friends or traveling for business, and return home the same
day, now can. Whether traveling for business or leisure,
alone or accompanied, Gulf Air enhances the travel experi-
ence for every kind of traveler, delivering a seamless jour-
ney that epitomizes convenience, comfort and efficiency.

GCC, Russia's developing relations
Russia is after developing its relations with GCC states in

various fields including attracting more Kuwaiti and GCC
tourists to its cities during the summer, especially since
Kuwait annually spends $10 billion on travel and tourism
and over $1 billion on educational scholarships and over-
seas medical treatment, said the ambassador of the Russian
Federation to the State of Kuwait, Alexey V Solomatin. 

Speaking on the occasion of organizing a visit for
Kuwaiti and Bahraini media ad travel agencies by Gulf Air,
Solomatin also stressed how deep-rooted Russian-Kuwaiti
relations were after many agreements had been signed in
various fields and scores of official visits had been
exchanged. The Russian consul to Kuwait,  Murad
Karabekov stressed that opening an office for Russian
tourism in Kuwait was a major step towards enhancing
bilateral relations and facilitating Kuwaiti's entry to Russia. 

Karabekov added that the embassy continues to issue
various types of visas, including touristic, commercial, fami-
ly and business valid for up to five years for both Kuwaitis
and expatriates residing. He also noted that visa issuance
procedures for Kuwaitis had been limited to only submit-
ting passports and visa fees. Meanwhile, Gulf Air stressed
its keenness on playing its role in boosting Russian rela-
tions with various GCC states through providing developed
air transport services represented in four weekly flights
from Manamah to Moscow. 

Gulf Air added that with the approach of holding the
2018 World Cup Championship in Russia, its flights to
Moscow gain more importance, especially since it had
been updating its feet and working on keeping regular
flight schedules. The president of the National Russian
Tourism Office in Kuwait, Basel Al-Aswad said that ever
since its inauguration in march 2016, the office has been
working on activating tourism from Kuwait through special
promotional touristic programs including introductory vis-
its for Kuwaiti media and travel agencies made in collabo-
ration with Gulf Air, Toronto Travel and Tourism Company,
YAISH Agency for Travel and Tourism and a number of

Russian bodies and hotels who have made special arrange-
ments to receive tourists from Muslim countries. 

Al-Aswad added that the office has been encouraging
Kuwait travel and tourism agencies to provide special var-
ied offers to match the growth in Kuwaiti tourists expected
to travel to Russia; he also expressed hopes to fly direct
flights from Kuwait. Toronto travel and Tourism Agency's
business manager, Maher Samhouri, CEO of YAISH Agency
for Tourism and Travel, said that Russia was a very promis-
ing touristic destination for Arabs because of attractions
like the fine summer weather, low costs and the arrange-
ments YAISH made with many hotels and airlines to get
special prices.

Samhouri also expected a surge in travelers to Russia to
attend the World Cup Finals in 2018. He added that
Moscow can act as a starting point to head to other
Russian cities, such as Saint Petersburg and Sochi (The
Pearl of the Black Sea), thanks to it 12 railway stations.

A peek into Moscow
Moscow offers the inquisitive traveler much to see and

do, a treasure trove of cultural artifacts and architectural
masterpieces to explore and a diverse and eclectic cuisine
to partake in. Gulf Air's 4 weekly flights to the Russian capi-
tal provide easy access to one of the fastest growing tourist
destinations in the world. Although seeped in history,
Moscow is the epitome of a modern city boasting high-end
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